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Abstract. Large-scale knowledge graphs, such as DBpedia, Wikidata, or YAGO, can be enhanced by relation extraction from
text, using the data in the knowledge graph as training data, i.e., using distant supervision. While most existing approaches use
language-specific methods (usually for English), we present a language-agnostic approach that exploits background knowledge
from the graph instead of language-specific techniques and builds machine learning models only from language-independent
features. We demonstrate the extraction of relations from Wikipedia abstracts, using the twelve largest language editions of Wikipedia. From those, we can extract 1.6M new relations in DBpedia at a level of precision of 95%, using a RandomForest classifier
trained only on language-independent features. We furthermore investigate the similarity of models for different languages and
show an exemplary geographical breakdown of the information extracted.
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1. Introduction
Large-scale knowledge graphs, like DBpedia [18],
Freebase [3], Wikidata [33], or YAGO [19], are usually built using heuristic extraction methods, e.g., from
Wikipedia infoboxes, by exploiting crowd-sourcing
processes, or both. These approaches can help creating
large-scale public cross-domain knowledge graphs, but
are prone both to errors as well as incompleteness.
Therefore, over the last years, various methods for
refining those knowledge graphs have been proposed
[24]. For filling missing relations (e.g., the missing
birthplace of a person), relation extraction methods are
proposed. Those can be applied to fill in relations for
entities derived from Wikipedia pages without or with
only sparsely filled infoboxes.
Most methods for relation extraction work on text
and thus usually have at least one component which is
explicitly specific for the language at hand (e.g., stemming, POS tagging, dependency parsing), like, e.g.,
[9,28,38], or implicitly exploits some characteristics
of that language [2]. Thus, adapting those methods to

work with texts in different natural languages is usally
not a straight forward process.
In this paper, we propose a language-agnostic approach. Instead of knowledge about the language, we
take background knowledge from the DBpedia knowledge graph into account. With that, we try to discover
certain patterns in how Wikipedia abstracts are written. For example, in many cases, any genre mentioned
in the abstract about a band is usually a genre of that
band, the first city mentioned in an abstract about a
person is that person’s birthplace, and so on. In that
case, the linguistic assumptions that we make about a
language at hand are quite minimal. In fact, we only
assume that for each language edition of Wikipedia,
there are certain ways to structure an abstract of a given
type of entity, in terms of what aspect is mentioned
where (e.g., the birth place is the first place mentioned
when talking about a person). Thus, the approach can
be considered as language-independent (see [2] for an
in-depth discussion).
The choice for Wikipedia abstracts as a corpus mitigates one of the common sources of errors in the re-
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lation extraction process, i.e., the entity linking. Since
Wikipedia articles can be unambiguously related to
an instance in a knowledge base, and Wikipedia page
links contained in Wikipedia abstracts are mostly free
from noise, the corpus at hand can be directly exploited
for relation extraction without the need for an upfront
potentially noisy entity linking step.
By applying the exact same pipeline without any
modifications to the twelve largest languages of Wikipedia, which encompass languages from different language families, we demonstrate that such patterns can
be extracted from Wikipedia abstracts in arbitrary languages. We show that it is possible to extract valuable
information by combining the information extracted
from different languages, and investigate whether such
patterns are similar across languages.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we review related work. We introduce our approach in section 3, and discuss various experiments in
section 4. We conclude with a summary and an outlook
on future work.

2. Related Work
Various approaches have been proposed for relation
extraction from text, in particular from Wikipedia. In
this paper, we particularly deal with closed relation extraction, i.e., extracting new instantiations for relations
that are defined a priori (by considering the schema of
the knowledge graph at hand, or the set of relations
contained therein).
Using the categorization introduced in [24], the approach proposed in this paper is an external one, as it
uses Wikipedia as an external resource in addition to
the knowledge graph itself. While internal approaches
for relation prediction in knowledge graphs exist as
well, using, e.g., association rule mining [13,14], tensor factorization [15,29], or graph embeddings [41],
we restrict ourselves to comparing the proposed approach to other external approaches.
Most of the approaches in the literature make more
or less heavy use of language-specific techniques. Distant supervision is proposed by [21] as a means to relation extraction for Freebase from Wikipedia texts.
The approach uses a mixture of lexical and syntactic
features, where the latter are highly language-specific.
A similar approach is proposed for DBpedia in [1].
Like the Freebase-centric approach, it uses quite a few
language-specific techniques, such as POS tagging and
lemmatization. While those two approaches use Wiki-

pedia as a corpus, [12] compare that corpus to a corpus of news texts, showing that the usage of Wikipedia
leads to higher quality results.
[22] introduce an approach for mining relations
from Wikipedia articles which exploits similarities of
dependency trees for extracting new relation instances.
In [37], the similarity of dependency trees is also exploited for clustering pairs of concepts with similar dependency trees. The construction of those dependency
trees is highly language specific, and consequently,
both approaches are evaluated on the English Wikipedia only.
An approach closely related to the one discussed in
this paper is iPopulator [17], which uses Conditional
Random Fields to extract patterns for infobox values
in Wikipedia abstracts. Similarly, Kylin [36] uses Conditional Random Fields to extract relations from Wikipedia articles and general Web pages. Similarly to the
approach proposed in this paper, PORE [34] uses information on neighboring entities in a sentence to train
a support vector machine classifier for the extraction
of four different relations. Although those approaches
could be transferred to multi-lingual settings, the papers only report results for English language texts.
In the recent past, some approaches based on deep
learning have been proposed which are reported to
or would in theory also work on multi-lingual text
[23,32,39,40]. They have the advantages that (a) they
can compensate for shortcomings in the entity linking
step when using arbitrary text and (b) that explicit linguistic feature engineering is replaced by implicit feature construction in deep neural networks. In contrast
to those works, we work with a specific set of texts, i.e.,
Wikipedia abstracts. Here, we can assume that the entity linking is mostly free from noise (albeit not complete), and directly exploit knowledge from the knowledge graph at hand, i.e., in our case, DBpedia.
In contrast to most of those works, the approach discussed in this paper works on Wikipedia abstracts in
arbitrary languages, which we demonstrate in an evaluation using the twelve largest language editions of
Wikipedia. To the best of our knowledge, while most
of the approaches discussed above are only evaluated
on one or at maximum two languages, this is the work
to be evaluated on a larger variety of languages.

3. Approach
Our aim is to identify and exploit typical patterns in
Wikipedia abstracts. As a running example, we use the
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genre relation which may hold between a music artist
and a music genre. Fig. 1 depicts this example with
both an English and a French Wikipedia abstract. As
our aim is to mine relations for the canonical DBpedia,
extracted from the (largest) English language Wikipedia, we inspect all links in the abstract which have a
corresponding entity in the main DBpedia knowledge
base created from the English Wikipedia.1 For other
languages, we take one intermediate step via the interlanguage links in Wikipedia, which are extracted as a
part of DBpedia [18].
3.1. Overall Approach
For 395 relations that can hold between entities, the
ontology underlying the DBpedia knowledge graph2
defines an explicit domain and range, i.e., the types
of objects that are allowed in the subject and object
position of this relation.3 Each Wikipedia page also
maps to an entity in the DBpedia knowledge graph,
some of which are typed. We consider a pair of a Wikipedia page p0 and a Wikipedia page p1 linked from
the abstract of p0 as a candidate for a relation R if the
corresponding DBpedia entities e0 and e1 have types
that are equal to the domain and range of R. In that
case, R(e0 , e1 ) is considered a candidate axiom to be
included in the DBpedia knowledge graph. In the example in Fig. 1, given that the genre relation holds between musical artists and genres, and the involved entities are of the types, one candidate each is generated
from both the English and the French DBpedia.4
We expect that candidates contain a lot of false positives. For example, for the birthplace relation holding between a person and a city, all cities linked from
the person’s web page would be considered candidates.
However, cities may be referred to for various different reasons in an abstract about a person (e.g., they
may be their death place, the city of their alma mater,
1 For

this work, we use the 2014 version of DBpedia, which
was the most recent release available at the time the experiments
were conducted. This version is available at http://oldwiki.
dbpedia.org/Downloads2014. All statements made in this
paper about the size etc. of DBpedia correspond to that version.
2 http://dbpedia.org/services-resources/
ontology
3 Note that the underlying OWL ontology distinguishes object
properties that hold between entities, and datatype properties that
hold between an entity and a literal value. Here, we only regard the
former case.
4 Prefixes used in this paper: dbr=http://dbpedia.org/,
dbf=http://fr.dbpedia.org/,
dbo=http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
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etc.). Thus, we require additional evidence to decide
whether a candidate actually represents a valid instantiation of a relation.
For taking that decision, we train a machine learning model. For each abstract of a page for which a
given relation is present in the knowledge base, we
use the partial completeness assumption [10] or local
closed world assumption [7], i.e., we consider the relation to be complete. Hence, all candidates for the relation created from the abstract which are contained in
the knowledge base are considered as positive training
examples, all those which are not contained are considered as negative training examples. In the example
in Fig. 1, Industrial Rock would be considered a positive example for the relation genre, whereas the genre
Rock, if it were linked in the abstract, would be considered a negative example, since it is not linked as a
genre in the DBpedia knowledge graph.
3.2. Feature Engineering
For training a classifier, both positive and negative
examples need to be described by features. Table 2
sums up the features used by the classifiers proposed
in this paper.
We use features related to the actual candidates
found in the abstract (i.e., entities whose type matches
the range of the relation at hand), i.e., the total number of candidates in the abstract (F00) and the candidate’s sentence (F01), the position of the candidate
w.r.t. all other candidates in the abstract (F02) and
the candidate’s sentence (F03), as well as the position
of the candidate’s sentence in the abstract (F07). The
same is done for all entities, be it candidates or not
(F04,F05,F06). Since all of those measures yield positive integers, they are normalized to (0, 1] by using
their inverse.
Further features taken into account are the existence of a back link from the candidate’s page to the
abstract’s page (F08), and the vector of all the candidate’s types in the DBpedia ontology (FXX). Table 1 depicts the translated feature table for the French
Wikipedia abstract depicted in Fig. 1. In this example, there are five candidates (i.e., entities of type
dbo:MusicGenre, three of which are also contained in the DBpedia knowledge graph (i.e., they
serve as true positives).
For the creation of those features which are dependent on the types, the types are taken from the canonical (i.e., English) DBpedia, using the interlanguage
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Nine Inch Nails (abbreviated NIN; stylized as NIИ) is an American industrial rock band, founded
in 1988 by Trent Reznor in Cleveland, Ohio. As its main producer, singer, songwriter, and
instrumentalist, Reznor is the only official member of the group and remains solely responsible
for its direction. Nine Inch Nails' music straddles a wide range of genres. After recording a new
album, Reznor usually assembles a live band to perform with him. The touring band features a
revolving lineup that often rearranges songs to fit a live setting. On stage, Nine Inch Nails often
employs visual elements to accompany performances, which frequently include light shows.
English Wikipedia article

dbo:Band

dbr:Industrial_rock
dbr:Nine_Inch_Nails

dbo:
genre

dbo:Genre

dbr:Industrial_metal
dbr:Dark_ambient

dbr:Synthpop

dbr:Alternative_rock

DBpedia
dbf:Nine_Inch_Nails

dbf:Metal_industriel

dbf:Ambient

dbf:Rock_alternatif

dbf:Electronica

dbf:Synthpop

Interlanguage Links
Nine Inch Nails (NIN ou parfois stylisé NIИ) est un groupe de metal industriel américain fondé en
1988 par Trent Reznor à Cleveland. Étant le principal producteur, chanteur, compositeur et
instrumentiste, Reznor représente l'unique membre officiel de Nine Inch Nails et reste le seul
responsable de sa direction. Principalement metal industriel, la musique de Nine Inch Nails
propose un assemblage éclectique de genres comme le rock alternatif, l'ambient, l'electronica et
la synthpop.
French Wikipedia article
Fig. 1. Approach illustrated with extraction from English (above) and French (below) Wikipedia article.
Table 1
Example Feature Representation
Instance
Industrial_Metal
Alternative_Rock
Ambient_music
Electronica
Synthpop

F00
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

F01
1.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

F02
1.0
0.5
0.3
0.25
0.2

F03
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.25
0.25

F04
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.3
0.25

F05
1.0
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

F06
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.3
0.25

links between the language specific chapters, as indi-

F07
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

F08
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

dbo:MusicGenre
true
true
true
true
true

dbo:Place
false
false
false
false
false

dbo:Band
false
false
false
false
false

...
...
...
...
...
...

Correct
true
true
false
false
true

3.3. Machine Learning Algorithms

cated in Fig. 1.
With the help of a feature vector representation, it

Initially, we experimented with a set of seven clas-

is possible to learn fine grained classification models,

sification algorithms, i.e., Naive Bayes, k-NN, Deci-

such as The first three genres mentioned in the first or

sion Tree [31], RIPPER [5], Random Forest (RF) [4],

second sentence of a band abstract are genres of that

Neural Networks [16] and Support Vector Machines

band.

(SVM) [6]. For all those classifiers, we used the im-
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Table 2

by applying such approaches, at least half of the relations inserted into a knowledge graph would be noise.

List of features used by the classifier
ID

Name

F00
F01
F02
F03

NumberOfCandidates
CandidatesInSentence
CandidatePosition
CandidatePositionInSentence

(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]

F04
F05
F06
F07
F08
FXX

EntitiesInSentence
EntityPosition
EntityPositionInSentence
SentencePosition
BackLink
InstanceTypes

(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
(0,1]
T/F
T/F

Range

plementation in RapidMiner5 , and, for the preliminary
evaluation, all classifiers were used in their standard
setup.
For those five classifiers, we used samples of size
50,000 from the ten most frequent relations in DBpedia, the corresponding English language abstracts, and
performed an experiment in ten-fold cross validation.
The results are depicted in table 3. We can observe that
the best results in terms of F-measure are achieved by
Random Forests, which has been selected as the classifier to use in the subsequent experiments.
Furthermore, we compared the machine learning approach to four simple baselines using the same setup:
Baseline 1 The first entity with a matching type is
classified as a positive relation, all others as negative.
Baseline 2 All entities with a matching type are classified as positive relations.
Baseline 3 The first entity with a matching ingoing edge is classified as a positive relation. For
example, when trying to extract relations for
dbo:birthPlace, the first entity which already has one ingoing edge of type dbo:birthPlace would be classified as positive.
Baseline 4 All entities with a matching ingoing edge
are classified as positive relations.
The results of the baseline evaluations are depicted in
table 4. We can observe that in terms of F-measure,
they are outperformed by RandomForest. Although the
margin seems small, the baseline approaches usually
have a high recall, but low precision. In fact, none of
them reaches a precision above 0.5, which means that
5 http://www.rapidminer.com/

5

4. Experiments
We conducted different experiments to validate the
approach. First, we analyzed the performance of the
relation extraction using a RandomForest classifier on
the English DBpedia only. Here, we follow a twofold approach: for once, we use a cross-validated silver
standard evaluation, where we evaluate how well existing relations can be predicted for instances already
present in DBpedia. Since such a silver-standard evaluation can introduce certain biases, we additionally validate the findings on a subset of the extracted relations
in a manual retrospective evaluation.6
In a second set of experiments, we analyze the extraction of relations on the twelve largest language editions of Wikipedia, which at the same time are those
with more than 1M articles, i.e., English, German,
Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Russian, Cebuano, Swedish, Vietnamese, and Waray.7,8 Note that
this selection of languages does not only contain IndoEuropean, but also two Austroasiatic and an Austronesian language.
In addition, we conduct further analyses. First, we
investigate differences of the relations extracted for
different languages with respect to topic and locality. For the latter, the hypothesis is that information
extracted, e.g., for places from German abstracts is
about places in German speaking countries. Finally,
with RIPPER being a symbolic learner, we also inspect
the models as such to find out whether there are universal patterns for relations that occur in different languages.
4.1. Pre-Study on English Abstracts
In a first set of experiments, we analyzed the performance of our method on English abstracts only.
Since we aim at augmenting the DBpedia knowledge
graph at a reasonable level of precision, our aim was to
6 See

[24] for a discussion of the advantages and drawbacks of
such evaluation methods.
7 According
to
http://wikistats.wmflabs.org/
display.php?t=wp, as of December 2015.
8 The datasets of the extracted relations for all languages
can be found online at http://dws.informatik.unimannheim.de/en/research/language-agnosticrelation-extraction-from-wikipedia-abstracts
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Table 3
Pre-Study results on five machine learning algorithms and the ten
most frequent relations. The table depicts precision, recall, and Fmeasure in ten fold cross validation.
Naive Bayes
Relation

Random Forest

RIPPER

Neural Net

SVM

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

dbo:birthPlace
dbo:family
dbo:deathPlace

.69
.55
.42

.65
.93
.30

.67
.69
.35

.69
.87
.51

.76
.83
.30

.72
.85
.38

.72
.85
.64

.73
.83
.18

.72
.84
.28

.61
.77
.61

.75
.83
.19

.67
.80
.29

.72
.87
.66

.74
.83
.20

.73
.85
.31

dbo:producer
dbo:writer
dbo:subsequentWork
dbo:previousWork
dbo:artist
dbo:nationality
dbo:formerTeam

.35
.55
.11
.18
.94
.76
.79

.55
.61
.21
.43
.94
.90
.74

.43
.58
.14
.25
.94
.82
.76

.35
.62
.35
.39
.94
.76
.85

.14
.55
.10
.18
.95
.92
.88

.20
.58
.16
.25
.94
.83
.86

.47
.64
.42
.59
.95
.77
.85

.04
.54
.02
.05
.96
.91
.88

.07
.59
.04
.09
.95
.83
.86

.23
.52
.21
.57
.95
.72
.82

.10
.51
.07
.08
.86
.81
.77

.14
.51
.11
.14
.90
.76
.79

.48
.67
.61
.60
.95
.77
.85

.05
.53
.06
.10
.89
.92
.89

.09
.59
.11
.17
.92
.84
.87

Average

.53

.63

.56

.63

.56

.58

.69

.51

.53

.60

.50

.51

.72

.52

.55

Table 4
Pre-Study results on the four baselines and the ten most frequent relations. The table depicts precision, recall, and F-measure in ten fold cross
validation.
Relation

P

Baseline 1
R
F

P

Baseline 2
R
F

P

Baseline 3
R
F

P

Baseline 4
R

F

dbo:birthPlace
dbo:family
dbo:deathPlace
dbo:producer
dbo:writer
dbo:subsequentWork
dbo:previousWork

.47
.18
.28
.17
.41
.02
.04

.99
.85
.97
.93
.69
1.00
1.00

.64
.30
.43
.29
.52
.04
.08

.46
.17
.27
.15
.19
.02
.04

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.63
.29
.43
.26
.32
.04
.08

.49
.87
.30
.33
.56
.02
.04

.98
.84
.93
.80
.59
.19
.20

.66
.86
.46
.47
.58
.03
.06

.48
.86
.30
.32
.45
.02
.03

.99
1.00
.96
.87
.86
.19
.20

.65
.92
.46
.46
.59
.03
.06

dbo:artist
dbo:nationality
dbo:formerTeam

.31
.73
.35

.99
.96
.72

.47
.83
.47

.27
.64
.40

1.00
1.00
1.00

.42
.78
.57

.57
.74
.78

.87
.96
.70

.69
.84
.74

.53
.64
.81

.87
1.00
.98

.66
.78
.89

Average

.30

.91

.41

.26

1.00

.38

.47

.71

.54

.44

.79

.55

learn models which reach a precision of at least 95%,
i.e., that add statements with no more than 5% noise
to the knowledge graph. Out of the 395 relations under inspection, the RandomForest classifier could learn
models with a precision of 95% or higher for 99 relations. For the 99 models that RF could extract with a
minimum precision of 95%, the macro (micro) average recall and precision are 31.5% (30.6%) and 98.2%
(95.7%), respectively.
By applying the 99 models to all candidates, a total
of 998,993 new relation instances could be extracted,
which corresponds to roughly 5% of all candidates.
Fig. 2 depicts the 20 relations for which most instances
are extracted.
For validating the precision and recall scores computed on the existing relation instances, we sampled

dbo:department
dbo:university
dbo:federalState
dbo:sportCountry
dbo:author
dbo:artist
dbo:administrativeDistrict
dbo:hybrid
dbo:river
dbo:sourceCountry
dbo:principalArea
dbo:childOrganisation
dbo:formerTeam
dbo:mouthCountry
dbo:borough
dbo:associationOfLocalGovernment
dbo:jointCommunity
dbo:beltwayCity
dbo:administrativeCollectivity
dbo:opponent
0

50000

100000

150000

200000

250000

300000

Fig. 2. 20 most frequent relations extracted from English abstracts

each 200 newly generated from five relations (i.e.,
1,000 in total) and validated them manually. For the
selection of entities, we aimed at a wider coverage
of common topics (geographic entities, people, books,
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200

Table 5
Results of the manual verification of precision and recall scores
computed on the existing relation instances. Re and Pe denotes
the recall and precision of the models computed on the existing
relation instances, while Rm and Pm denotes those verified by
manual computation.

180
160
140
120
100

Re

Pe

Rm

Pm

80

dbo:musicalBand
dbo:author

96.2
68.2

95.1
95.2

87.9
53.4

96.7
91.85

60

dbo:department
dbo:sourceCountry
dbo:saint

64.5
98.9
41.2

99.5
98
100

53.5
98.85
53.25

93.65
97.8
95.5

Relation

Table 6
Size of the 12 largest language editions of Wikipedia, and percentage
of articles linked to English.
Language

# Entities

% links to English

English
Swedish
German
Dutch

4,192,414
2,351,544
1,889,351
1,848,249

100.00
17.60
42.21
32.98

French
Cebuano
Russian
Waray
Italian
Spanish
Polish
Vietnamese

1,708,934
1,662,301
1,277,074
1,259,540
1,243,586
1,181,096
1,149,530
1,141,845

51.48
5.67
42.61
12.77
55.69
54.72
53.70
28.68

music works), as well as relations which can be validated fairly well without the need of any specific domain knowledge (e.g., about proteins or chemical compounds).
The results are depicted in table 5. It can be observed
that the precision values obtained in cross-validation
are rather realistic (i.e., the deviation from the estimate
is 3% on average), while the recall values are less reliable (with a deviation of 9% on average). The first observation is crucial, as it allows to create new relations
for the knowledge graph at a reasonable level of precision, i.e., the amount of noise introduced is strictly
controlled.
4.2. Cross-Lingual Relation Extraction
In the next experiment, we used the RandomForests
classifier to extract models for relations for the top 12
languages, as depicted in Table 6.
As a first result, we look at the number of relations
for which models can be extracted at 95% precision.

40
20
0
EN

DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

RU

CEB

SV

VI

WAR

Fig. 3. Number of relations extracted at 95% precision in the top
12 languages. The bars show the number of relations that could be
extracted for the given language, the line depicts the accumulated
number of relations for the top N languages.
1800000
1600000
1400000
1200000
1000000
800000
600000
400000
200000
0
EN

DE

ES

FR

IT

NL

PL

RU

CEB

SV

VI

WAR

Fig. 4. Number of statements extracted at 95% precision in the top
12 languages. The bars show the number of statements that could
be extracted for the given language, the line depicts the accumulated
number of statements for the top N languages.

While it is possible to extract models for 99 relations at
that level of precision for English, that number almost
doubles to 187 when using the top twelve languages, as
depicted in Fig. 3. These results show that it is possible
to create high precision models for relations in other
languages for which this is not possible in English.
When extracting new statements (i.e., instantiations
of the relations) using those models, our goal is to extract those statements in the canonical DBpedia knowledge base, as depicted in Fig. 1. The number of extracted statements per language, as well as cumulated
statements, is depicted in Fig. 4.
At first glance, it is obvious that, although a decent
number of models can be learned for most languages,
the number of statements extracted are on average an
order of magnitude smaller than the number of statements that are extracted for English. However, the additional number of extracted relations is considerable:
while for English only, there is roughly 1M relations,
1.6M relations can be extracted from the top 12 lan-
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guages, which is an increase of about 60% when stepping from an English-only to a multi-lingual extraction. The graphs in Figures 3 and 4 also show that the
results stabilize after using the seven largest language
editions, i.e., we do not expect any significant benefits
from adding more languages with smaller Wikipedias
to the setup.
As can be observed in Fig. 4, the number of extracted statements is particularly low for Russian and
Cebuano. For the latter, Fig. 3 already showed that only
a small number of high quality models can be learned,
mostly due to the low number of inter-language links
to English, as depicted in table 6. For the former, the
number of high quality models that can be learned is
larger, but the models are mostly unproductive, since
they are learned for rather exotic relations. In particular, for the top 5 relations in Fig. 2, no model is learned
for Russian.
It is evident that the number of extracted statements
is not proportional to the relative size of the respective Wikipedia, as depicted in table 6. For example, although the Swedish Wikipedia is more than half the
size of the English one, the number of extracted statements from Swedish is by a factor of 28 lower than
those extracted from English. At first glance, this may
be counter intuitive.
The reason for the number of statements extracted
from languages other than English is that we only generate candidates if both the article at hand and the entity linked from that article’s abstract have a counterpart in the canonical English DBpedia. However, as
can be seen from table 6, those links to counterparts are
rather scarce. For the example of Swedish, the probability of an entity being linked to the English Wikipedia is only 0.176. Thus, the probability for a candidate that both the subject and object are linked to the
English Wikipedia is 0.176 × 0.176 = 0.031. This is
pretty exactly the ratio of statements extracted from
Swedish to statements extracted from English (0.036).
In fact, the number of extracted statements per language and the squared number of links between the respective language edition and the English Wikipedia
have a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.95. This
shows that the low number of statements is mainly
an effect of missing inter-language links in Wikipedia,
rather than a shortcoming of the approach as such.9
9 If we were interested in extending the coverage of DBpedia not
only w.r.t. relations between existing entities, but also adding new
entities (in particular: entities which only exist in language editions

4.3. Topical and Geographical Analysis by Language
To further analyze the extracted statements, we look
at the topical and geographical coverage for the additional statements (i.e., statements that are not yet contained in DBpedia) that are extracted for the twelve
languages at hand. First, we depict the most frequent
relations and subject classes for the statements. The results are depicted in Fig. 5 and 6. It can be observed
that the majority of statements is related to geographical entities and their relations. The Russian set is an
exception, since the topic of most extracted relations
musical works, in contrast to geographic entities, as for
the other languages. Furthermore, the English set has
the largest fraction of person related facts.
We assume that the coverage of Wikipedia in different languages is, to a certain extent, biased towards
places, persons, etc. from countries in which the respective language is spoken.10 Thus, we expect that,
e.g., for relations extracted about places, we will observe that the distribution of countries to which entities
are related differs for the various language editions.
To validate this hypothesis, we determine the country to which a statement is related as follows: given a
statement s in the form
s p o .
we determine the set of pairs P s :=< r, c > of relations
and countries that fulfill
s r c .
c a dbo:Country .
and
o r c .
c a dbo:Country .
For all statements S extracted from a language, we sum
up the relative number of relations of a country to each
statement, i.e., we determine the weight of a country C
as
w(C) :=

|S |
X
| {< r, c >∈ P s |c = C} |
|P s |
s=1

(1)

Figure 7 depicts the distributions for the countries.
We can observe that while in most cases, facts about
of Wikipedia other than English), then the number of statements
would be larger. However, this was not in the focus of this work.
10 See,
e.g.,
http://geography.oii.ox.ac.uk/
?page=geographic-intersections-of-languagesin-wikipedia for evidence.
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Table 7
Most frequently extracted relations across the top 12 languages.
Relation

No. of languages

department
musicalBand
family
president

11
10
9
9

derivative
veneratedIn
majorIsland
operator
guest
crosses

8
7
7
7
6
6

US related entities are the majority, only for Polish,
entities related to Poland are the most frequent. For
Swedish, German, French, Cebuano and Italian, the
countries with the largest population speaking those
languages (i.e., Sweden, Germany, France, Philippines, and Italy, respectively), are at the second position. For Spanish, Spain is at the second position, despite Mexico and Colombia (rank 11 and 6, respectively) having a larger population. For the other languages, a language-specific effect is not observable:
for Dutch, the Netherlands are at rank 8, for Vietnamese, Vietnam is at rank 34, for Waray, the Philippines are at rank 7. For Russian, Russia is on rank 23,
preceded by Soviet Union (sic!, rank 15) and Belarus
(rank 22).
The results show that despite the dominance of USrelated entities, there is a fairly large variety in the
geographical coverage of the information extracted.
This supports the finding that adding information extracted from multiple Wikipedia language editions
helps broadening the coverage of entities.
4.4. Analysis of Cross-Lingual Patterns
For the analysis, we look at the relations which are
extracted in most languages. Those relations are depicted in table 7.
In order to analyze how similar the relations are,
we stepped from Random Forests to a more symbolic learner, i.e., the rule learning algorithm RIPPER,
which had delivered good results in the pre-study as
well (see section 3.3). RIPPER learns only disjunctive
rules, where each condition is a simple comparison of
an attribute and an atomic value.
By design, RIPPER tries to learn a model for the
smallest class, and it does so by using the separate-andconquer algorithm, trying to cover as many positive ex-
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Table 8
Cross-language model similarity for different relations, averaged
across the 12 most frequently extracted relations and all language
pairs.
Relation

Similarity

crosses
department
derivative
family

0.286
0.320
0.217
0.139

majorIsland
musicalBand
operator

0.000
0.741
0.292

amples with each rule as possible [5]. Since there are
usually less candidates which are actual instantiations
of a relation than candidates which are not, the positive class in most case is also the smallest class. This
means that the first rule learned by RIPPER covers the
majority of positive examples in the language, i.e., it
represents the dominant pattern of the relation.
To measure the similarity of two models, we use the
overlap of conditions in the first rule of the different
languages. We compute the average probability of a
condition to be contained in the first rule of another
language model as well and use that average probability as a similarity measure between the RIPPER rule
models learned for different languages.
From the twelve relations depicted in table 7, RIPPER was able to extract a model for more than one
language in seven cases. The similarities of the models
are depicted in table 8.
It can be observed that the model similarity strongly
varies. For the majorIsland relations, only two models were learned, one for Spanish, one for French, and
they are completely different from one another. On
the other hand, for the musicalBand relation, the first
rule is completely identical for six out of ten models
learned. This rule is
PositionOfSentence <= 0.5
&& !BackLink
=> false
Here, a rule for the negative case (i.e., a candidate not being a valid statement) has been learned.
The rule thus means that for a candidate (i.e,. a band
being linked from an abstract about a music single)
being a valid statement, it has to be contained in
the first sentence11 , or a backlink from the object’s
11 Note that the PositionOfSentence feature is used in its
inverse, as described in section 3.2.
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to the subject’s article has to be present. Since this
rule is learned for many languages, it appears to be a
language-independent pattern.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
Adding new relations to existing knowledge graphs
is an important task in adding value to those knowledge graphs. In this paper, we have introduced an approach that adds relations to DBpedia using abstracts
in Wikipedia. Unlike other works in that area, the ap-

proach presented in this paper uses background knowledge from DBpedia, but does not rely on any languagespecific techniques, such as POS tagging, stemming,
or dependency parsing. Thus, it can be applied to Wikipedia abstracts in any language.
While we have worked with DBpedia only in this
paper, the approach can be applied to other crossdomain knowledge graphs, such as YAGO or Wikidata, as well, since they also link to DBpedia. Furthermore, for a significant portion of Semantic Web
datasets, links to DBpedia exist as well [27], so that the
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approach can be applied even to such domain-specific
datasets.
The experimental results show that the approach can
add a significant amount of new relations to DBpedia.
By extending the set of abstracts from English to the
most common languages, the coverage both of relations for which high quality models can be learned, as
well as of instantiation of those relations, significantly
increases. Furthermore, we can observe that for certain relations, the models learned are rather universal
across languages.
The finding for some relations, the models are rather
universal across different languages, gives way to interesting refinements of the approach. Since the learning algorithms sometimes fail to learn a high quality model for one language, it would be interesting to
reuse a model which performed good on other languages in those cases, i.e., to decouple the learning
and the application of the models. With such a decoupled approach, even more instantiations of relations
can be potentially extracted, although the effect on precision would need to be examined with great care.
Furthermore, designing ensemble solutions that collect
evidence from different languages could be designed,
which would allow for lowering the strict precision
threshold of 95% applied in this paper (i.e., several
lower precision models agreeing on the same extracted
relations could be a similarly or even more valuable
evidence as one high-precision model).
In our experiments, we have only concentrated on
relations between entities so far. However, a significant

fraction of statements in DBpedia and other knowledge
graphs also have literals as objects. That said, it should
be possible to extend the framework to such statements
as well. Although numbers, years, and dates are usually not linked to other entities, they are quite easy to
detect using, e.g., regular expressions or specific taggers such as HeidelTime [30]. With such a detection
step in place, it would also be possible to learn rules
for datatype properties, such as: the first date in an abstract about a person is that person’s birthdate, etc.
Furthermore, our focus so far has been on adding
missing relations. A different, yet related problem is
the detection of wrong relations [24,25,26]. Here, we
could use our approach to gather evidence for relations in different language editions of Wikipedia. Relations for which there is little evidence could then be
discarded (similar to DeFacto [11]). While for adding
knowledge, we have tuned our models towards precision, such an approach, however, would require a tuning towards recall. In addition, since there are also
quite a few errors in numerical literals in DBpedia
[8,35], an extension such as the one described above
could also help detecting such issues.
So far, we have worked on one genre of text, i.e., abstracts of encyclopedic articles. However, we are confident that this approach can be applied to other genres of articles as well, as long as those follow typical structures. Examples include, but are not limited
to: extracting relations from movie, music, and book
reviews, from short biographies, or from product descriptions. All those are texts that are not strictly struc-
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tured, but expose certain patterns. While for the Wikipedia abstracts covered in this paper, links to the DBpedia knowledge graph are implicitly given, other text
corpora would require entity linking using tools such
as DBpedia Spotlight [20].
In summary, we have shown that Wikipedia abstracts are a valuable source of knowledge for extending knowledge graphs such as DBpedia. Those
abstracts expose patterns which can be captured by
language-independent features, thus allowing for the
design of language-agnostic systems for relation extraction from such abstracts.
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